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Possum Mounting Solutions
Environmental Control
Table Stands
Floor Stands

Flexible Arms
Clamps

Brackets

Switch Mounting

Assessment
Installation
Maintenance

As part of our comprehensive

service, Possum provides a full

Possum manufacture and supply a wide range of stable and
secure mounting systems for a range of Possum products
including environmental controllers, switches and intercoms.
The range of telescopic, height adjustable, flexible, quick
release mounts and secure stands are applicable to a variety
of requirements including:
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Freestanding floor stands for correct height positioning next to beds or
chairs.
Sturdy table top stands
Mounts, clamps and brackets for appropriate fitting for walls, wheelchairs,
metal bed frames, tables, benches and poles all with various profiles
(surfaces with an edge).

A

B

Approx 470 mm

onsite assessment of the users

requirements, to ensure that the

appropriate Assistive Technology

A) Min: 580 mm Max: 940 mm
B) 305 mm
All lengths are approximate

(including the type and location of
mounting systems) are supplied
and professionally installed.
Optional ongoing yearly

maintenance solutions are also
available to ensure that the

equipment is operating correctly,
especially as users requirements
can change over time.
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Flexible EC Wheelchair Hama
Mount
Product Code: 034-359
Appropriate for mounting a single
environmental controller such as
the Primo!, Vivo!, Freeway!, Lite+
and GEWA prog onto a
wheelchair or metal framed bed.
The right angle bracket allows for
the mount to be screwed to a
wall. Flexible for close proximity
position to the user.

Swing Arm
Wheelchair Hama Mount
Product Code: 034-195
Appropriate for mounting
environmental controllers such as
the Primo!, Vivo!, Freeway!, Lite+
and GEWA prog onto a
wheelchair. Compatible with
double Hama mount to
accommodate duel mounting of an
environmental controller and the
Freedom User Intercom/telephone
unit. Features telescopic height
adjustment.

Possum Mounting soultions Environmental Control

Approx 300 mm

Approx
Min:
1,150 mm
Max:
1,390 mm

Telescopic Table Top Stand
Hama Mount
Product Code: 034-680
Weight: 5kg Approx

Approx 240 mm

Telescopic Floor Stand Hama
Mount
Product Code: 034-681

Telescopic Table Top and Floor Stands with Hama Mounts
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Appropriate for mounting a single environmental controller such as the
Primo!, Vivo!, Freeway!, Lite+ and GEWA prog for easy access.

The table top stand can be securely and safely positioned either on a table

or flat surface.

The fully height adjustable floor stand can be positioned anywhere with a flat

surface including next to a bed, a chair, or even outside in the garden!

Compatible with double Hama mount to accommodate dual mounting of an

environmental controller and the Freedom User Intercom/telephone unit.
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Manfrotto Arm with
Hama Mount
Product Code: 034-642

Hama mount quick release for
compatibility for most Possum
controllers (excluding Intellec*).
Applicable for mounting on
wheelchairs, metal frame beds,
poles, tables, profiles etc.
Fully adjustable arm for
optimum positioning.
Machined heavy duty clutch
mechanism for non-slip grip.
Fully adjustable super clamp for
mounting on different diameter
tubes and profiles.

G Clamp Stand Hama Mount
Product Code: 034-367

Appropriate for mounting a single
environmental controller such as
the Primo!, Vivo!, Freeway!, Lite+
and GEWA prog for easy access.
Safely and securely fits to work
tops and table tops up to 40mm
depth.
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Intellec Table Stand (with
Manfrotto quick release
connector)

Product Code: MN00101

Appropriate for mounting the
Intellec environmental controller
within easy access. The table top
stand can be securely and safely
positioned either on a table or
horizontal surface.

EC Wall Hama Mount
Product Code: 034-194
Wall mount for single
environmental controller

visit our website www.possum.co.uk

Possum Mounting soultions EC and Switches

Possum Mounting Solutions
Environmental Control & Switches
Freedom System Double
Hama Mount
Bracket Kit
Product Code: 034-670
Quick release mounting system
for environmental controllers such
as the Primo!, Freeway!, Lite+ and
GEWA prog along side the
Freedom User Intercom/telephone
unit.

Approx 240 mm

Side View

Manfrotto Switch Mount

.

Product Code: 034-242

Close proximity switch mount
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for the Jelly Bean and other
small switches.

Fully adjustable arm for

Back View

Front View

optimum positioning.

Machined heavy duty clutch

mechanism for non-slip grip.

Fully adjustable super clamp for

mounting on different diameter

Approx 700 mm

Mounted Jelly Bean Switch
FRABJELLY
Product Code: 034-538
Switch available in a range of
colours.

tubes and profiles including

wheelchairs, metal frame beds,
poles and tables.

Mounted Plate Switch
HCFRAB/PL1
Product Code: 034-251

call today 01296 461000
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Contact us at:

8 Farmbrough Close

Stocklake Park Industrial Estate

Aylesbury, Bucks, U.K. HP20 1DQ
T + 44 (0) 1296 461000
F + 44 (0) 1296 461001
E sales@possum.co.uk
W www.possum.co.uk
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